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1 (a) Explain two reasons why tourists may not wish to visit Indian national parks. [4]

Tourists may be put off by the long journey and unusual transport (1) infrastructure not available to support visits. (1)

Parks not very visitor friendly (1) few amenities or activities unlike European and US parks. (1)

(b) Evaluate how resorts such as Sarai help to raise awareness of ecotourism practices. [9]

Indicative content:
- Through its conservation work – printed data on research of animals
- Eco uses of biogas
- Solar panels to be added
- Thatched roofs
- Mud walls
- Use of local ingredients
- Supporting local cooperative for soap
- Links to cooperatives
- Link to Indian national park
- Unique, only one like it in this area.

Level of response

Level 1 (1–3 marks) Candidate identifies practices. Identify 1 for 1 mark, identify 2 for 2 marks, identify 3 for 3 marks.

Level 2 (4–6 marks) Candidate explains practices. Explain one for 4, explain two for 5/6.

Level 3 (7–9 marks) Candidate evaluates the practices. Evaluate one for 7, evaluate two for 8, conclusion/judgemental statement for 9 marks.
(c) The Sarai resort offers a variety of tours for both eco and cultural tourists. Assess how the Sarai resort could help to reduce the negative sociocultural impacts of tourism in the area. [12]

Indicative content:
- Education – for understanding of the areas and appreciation.
- Limiting the number of people – consider carrying capacity at the forts and sites of special significance – prevent visitor congestion and take small numbers of people in limited groups. Continue with policy of closing in very hot weather and provide full details of areas to be visited.
- Consider acceptable clothing and behaviour at certain sites.
- Consideration to the possibility of pricing and charging extra for tours and entrance fees to see carvings, sculptures, temples, ruins, etc.
- Discussion with National parks and government.

Level of response

Level 1 (1–4 marks) Candidate identifies impacts: Identify 1 for 1 mark, 2 for 2 marks, 3 for 3/4 marks.

Level 2 (5–8 marks) Candidate explains impacts: Explains one for 5 marks, 2 or 6 marks, 3 for 7/8 marks.

Level 3 (9–12 marks) Candidate assesses the impacts: One for 9 marks, two for 10/11 marks, conclusion 12 marks.
2 (a) Explain two reasons why the Niah caves should be preserved. [4]

One mark for identification and further mark for explanation. (2 × 2)
Most important archaeological sites in the world (1) oldest human remains found (1) famous cave paintings (1) now declared a National Historical Monument. (1)

(b) Assess the likely benefits to the local people of a growth in adventure tourism in this area. [9]

Indicative content:
- Income.
- Wealth generation.
- Education.
- Money to be spent on the upkeep of the area such as infrastructural developments.
- May provide jobs, income wealth for the area; may give stability and bring improvements to the infrastructure including better plankwalk etc., roads, resources.
- May help to promote international understanding and could get UNESCO as well as National Monument status. Could then bring more tourists.
- Investments – may benefit local community and bring in further wealth to the area.
- Could spoil area, may get too many tourists and cause environmental issues, could be over commercialised and importance of the area lost – and other associated negative impacts for assessment accepted.

Level of response

Level 1 (1–3 marks): Candidate identifies likely benefits: Identify 1 for 1 mark, 2 for 2 marks; 3 for 3 marks.

Level 2 (4–6 marks): Candidate explains likely benefits: Explains 1 for 4 marks, 2 for 5/6 marks.

Level 3 (7–9 marks) Candidate assesses the benefits: Assesses 1 for 7 marks, 2 for 8 marks, conclusion for 9 marks.
(c) Discuss possible policies that could be implemented to help manage negative environmental impacts at the caves. [12]

Indicative content:
- Provides litter bins
- Cordon off areas to prevent trespass
- Consider wildlife conservation policies to protect
- Pricing mechanisms
- Carrying capacity
- Signage and information to assist with education of tourists.

Level of response

Level 1  Candidate identifies policies: Identifies 1 for 1 mark, 2 for 2 marks, 3 for 3/4 marks.

Level 2  Candidate explains policies: Explains 1 for 5 marks, 2 for 6/7 marks, 3 for 8 marks.

Level 3  Candidate discusses the policies: Discusses 1 for 9 marks, discusses 2 for 10/11 marks, conclusion 12 marks.
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